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Moore’s Law



IoT



Mode 1 vs. Mode 2



Cyber-attack Landscape for Life 
Science



A Hackers Framework



With Great Outcomes



But Why Go Through the Trouble?
• One of the easiest ways for an 

attacker to hide or even attack your 
systems is to "blend-in"

• Many people think that an attacker 
will only use exploits to "spread" 
through your network

o This is not true

• Rather, they will utilize built-in 
services and commands to 
compromise additional systems

o SSH or RDP with accounts and 
passwords from the first system 
compromised

• This will not be caught by your IDS 
because it is "normal" traffic

Hi Guys!



So...  You Have Been Exploited
 You should expect it

 We focus far too much on prevention and not 
enough on detection

 Most all current security technologies are deeply 
flawed

 0-days

 Phishing

 Social Engineering

You might want to sit down for a while



Mode 1 Cybersecurity Maturity

Avg for 
LS 2.7



Count Your Layers of Defense
 From the outside in

 Router > Firewall > IDS > WAF 
> level 80 Paladin > data

 From the inside out

 AV?  Possibly a Content Proxy?

 This not only applies to your 
network, but it also applies to 
your target’s system

 Start thinking…  What defenses 
do the bad guys use?

What Diplomatic Immunity 
Might Look Like



Layers of Defense for the Bad Guy

 What OS are they likely to use?

 What other OS’s are they likely to 
have?

 Why?

 Any obfuscation? 

 What about persistence?

 What about command and 
control?

 Spend the next few moments and 
come up with a list

Layers are not always 
awesome



Some Core Concepts:
That Everyone is Missing
 Patch

 Not just patching but patch validation

 Third-party tools to do this

 This also applies to third-party applications

 AV
 I know we beat up on this all of the time

 Turn it on and watch the logs

 Sure, there are issues with AV, but at least turn it on

 Catch the script kiddies



Doing Regular Scans
 Credentialed 

 Running credentialed scans will greatly increase the 
number of issues found 

 Tuning

 For web crawling and password guesses

 Scanning web applications

 Scanning operating systems

 Scanning third-party applications

Keeping Regular is Important



Taking Back the Endpoint
 This is the hardest issue in 

computer security today

 But it is also the most 
important

 If we cannot defend the 
endpoint, all else is lost

 This is also one of the 
easiest areas for attackers to 
breach

 What happens if even one 
desktop is compromised?

 The key is knowing what 
you have

Finally, a computer 

hackers don’t want



My Team and I Were Hanging out 
the Other Night…

 I asked my IT Controls 
Manager about software 
inventory in the Asset 
Management System

 “It’s in there Bro”

 Software inventory is a 
huge part of securing 
the endpoint

Dramatization based 
on actual events



Segmentation
 We need to start segmenting our internal networks

 All the way down to the Endpoint level

 And between subnets

 It is insane that Pass-the-Hash and Pass-the-Token attacks 
were effective 6+ years ago and still are today

 We need to make the assumption that we are going to get 
compromised

 Getting compromised is acceptable because it is going to 
happen

 What is unacceptable is an attacker persisting for months

 What is unacceptable is an attacker pivoting from one 
compromised system to the rest of the network in less than 
an hour

 PVLANs anyone?



Firewalls
 Treat the internal network as hostile…  

 Because it is

 Set your Internal system firewalls at the same level 
they would be at a coffee shop
 All inbound traffic should be blocked and alerts should 

be generated

 Exceptions for Admin networks

 Segment Business Units and/or Organizational Units
 Why allow SMB RPC between subnets?

 Contains the attacks even further than simple firewalls 

 Many of the AV products have firewalls

 You can even use the built in Windows firewall
 If you are sadistic and desperate 



Evil Network Protocols
 Many “secure” networks broadcast:

 CDP, OSPF, STP, DTP

 There are a number of tools which can attack these 
protocols

 Once an attacker is in, they never want to leave

 Your company continues to grow and so do they

 Remember the Why attackers do what they do



Detecting an Insider
 If you cannot detect an insider, you network is not secure

 Snowden

 Attackers using valid/existing user credentials to move around a 
network

 Can you detect a user accessing 1000’s of files?

 Can you detect an account which is accessing 100’s of systems?

 If not, you need to

 Future targeted attacks will be using far less malware than now

Me again!



OODA 
 Observe 

 Orient

 Decide

 Act

 Whoever can do these things the fastest – does not die

 Originally developed for fighter-pilots

 Can apply to computer security 

 With current security models, how many of these can you 
impact?



Key Take-away’s
 Maintain situational awareness on attacker vectors

 Identify your weaknesses and the weaknesses of 

your 3rd parties and remediate them

 Plan on determined attackers getting in and develop 

the capability to find & remove them fast

 Solve the Mode 1 Cybersecurity problem so you can 

address the emerging Mode 2 issues




